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Abstract—Nominal sets provide a mathematical theory for
some of the key concepts that arise when representing and
computing with data involving atomic (or ‘pure’) names: freshness, abstraction and scoping of names, and ﬁniteness modulo
symmetry. This tutorial introduces the notion of nominal set
and explains selected applications of it to logic in computer
science, to automata, languages and programming.

localising the scope of names [1], [10]; to logics that underly
systems for machine-assisted reasoning about programming
language semantics [13]; and to the automatic veriﬁcation of
process speciﬁcations in nominal calculi for concurrency [7].
Generalized forms of nominal sets are being applied to
automata theory over inﬁnite alphabets [3]. They also feature
in recent work on the cubical sets model of Homotopy Type
Theory and univalent foundations [2], [12].
This tutorial introduces the notions which are fundamental
to the theory of nominal sets, that of a mathematical structure
being ﬁnitely supported with respect to an action of name
permutations and the complementary relation of freshness
of names. For further reading I immodestly suggest the text
book [11], which emphasises category theory over set theory,
or the survey by Gabbay [5], which does the opposite.

“A pure name is nothing but a bit-pattern that
is an identiﬁer, and is only useful for comparing
for identity with other such bit-patterns – which
includes looking up in tables to ﬁnd other information. The intended contrast is with names which
yield information by examination of the names
themselves, whether by reading the text of the
name or otherwise. [. . . ] like most good things in
computer science, pure names help by putting in
an extra stage of indirection; but they are not much
good for anything else.”
Roger Needham [9, p. 90]
Such pure names are used in many different ways in
formal languages and logics for describing and constructing
computer systems. The complexity of computer systems
has stimulated the development of compositional methods
for specifying and reasoning about them. If one wishes to
compose a whole out of parts, then one had better have
mechanisms for hiding, or at least controlling access to, the
identity of the names upon which each part depends. The
prerequisite for devising such mechanisms and understanding their properties is a ﬁrm grasp of what it means for
a piece of the system to depend upon a name. Although
there are syntactic considerations, such as various notions
of textual occurrence, this issue really concerns semantics:
what does it mean for the behaviour of a software system to
depend upon the identity of some names?
The theory of nominal sets, introduced in this context by
Jamie Gabbay and myself [6], answers this question via a
mathematical theory of structures involving names which
involves some simple, but subtle ideas to do with symmetry
whose origin lies in the permutation models of set theory
with atoms (ZFA) of Fraenkel [4] and Mostowski [8]. The
theory has been applied to the syntax and semantics of
programming language constructs that involve binding and
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